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3EL62L

B. Tech III Sem. (Main/Back) Exam. Jan.2016
Civil Engineering

3CE1A Strength of Materials - I

Time: 3 Hours Maximum Marks: 80
Min. Passing Marks: 26

Instructions to Candidates :

Attempt any five questions, selecting one question from each unit. All questions
carry equal marks. Schematic diagrams nust be shown whereyer necessary. Any
data youfeel missing suitably be assumed and stated clearly.

Units of quantities used/calculated must be stated clearly.

Use of following supporting material is permitted during examination.
(Mentioned in fonn No. 205)

I. NIL

UNIT.I

Q.1 (a) Define the following:

(i) Temperature sfiesses in composite bar

(ii) Modulus of rigidity

liii) Poisson's ratio

(b) A compound bar is made by fastening one flat bar of steel between two similar

bars of aluminum alloy. The dimensions of each are 40 mm wide x 8 mm thick.

If E for steel = 2.04x105 N/mm2 and E for alloy = 0.6l2xl0s N/mm2, find the

2. NIL

t61
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apparent value of E for the composite bar loaded in tension' If the respective

elastic limits are 230 N/mm2 and 50 N/mm2' find the elastic limit of the

compound bar.
t10l
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Q.l (a) Define the following terms: I8l

(i) Yield strength

(ii) Strain hardening

(iii) Proof stress

(iv) Limit of ProPortionalitY

(b) The modulus of rigidity for a material is 0'5x105 N/mm2' A 12 mm diameter rod

of the material was subjected to an axial Pull of 14 KN and the change in

diameter was observed to be 4'8x10-3 mm' Calculate Poisson's ratio and the

modulus of elasticitY.
t8l
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UNIT.II
Q.2 (a) Explain the state of simple shear. 141

(b) Draw Mohr's stress circle for direct stresses of 45 N/mm2 (tensile) and 25

N/mm2 (comp.) and find the magnitude and direction of resultant stresses on

planes making angles of 300 and 600 with the plane of frst principal stresses.

Also, find the normal and tangential stresses on these planes. u21

OR

Q.2 (a) Explain the polar moment of Inertia. 14)

(b) Determine centroidal moments of Inertia for a channel section shown in figure.[S]

100mm-+
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(c) Explain the following two -

(D Product moment of inertia

(ii) Principal planes and principal stresses.
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e.3 (a) Define slenderness ratio and concept of effective length ofa column for different

end conditions. t8l

(b) Using Euler's formula, calculate the critical stresses for a column having

slenderness ratio 120 under the following conditions -

(i) Both ends hinged

(ii) Both ends fixed

TakeE=2x 105 N/mm2

t81

OR

Q.3 (a) A seamless spherical shell is of 0.8m internal diameter and 4mm thickness. It is

filled with fluid under pressure until its volume increases by 50 cubic

centimeters. Determine the fluid pressure, taking E = 2xld N/mm2 and

Poisson's ratio = 0.3. t6l

(b) A cylindrical shell 2m long and 90cm intemal diameter and 10mm metal

thickness is subjected to an internal pressure of 1.65N/mm2. Determine - t10l

(i) Maximum intensity of shear stress

(ii) Changes in the dimensions of the shell

Take E = 2x10s N/mm2 ard /^=o.3
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Ercnt

t8l

lrving

t81

:ss. It is

iO cubic

m2 and

t6l

gr metal

i- tlol

\y

Q-4 (a) Draw the Shear Forced and Bending Moment diagrams for the beam shown in

t8t

6kN

O) For the simply supported beam PQ, shown in figure, draw the S.F. & B.M.

an +l-2m -+l+ am
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Q.a (a) Define briefly -

(i) Shear Force

(ii) Bending Moment

(iii) Point of contra flexue

(iv) Different types of supports

(b) Draw S.F. and B.M. diagrams for a beam as shown in figure.

t6l

I10l

90kN

Q.5 (a) Explain assumptions made in theory of simple bending. l4l

O) A simply supported beam of rectangular cross section of dimension 150x300 mm

is having span of 4.5m. It is loaded with u.d.l. of 8KN-m. Compute - . U2)

(i) Shear stress developed on a layer 60mm above the natural axis of a section

located at 1.5m from the left support.

(ii) Maximum shear stress on the support at neutral axis.

[13340]
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Q.5

OR

(a) Define section modulus of a beam section and derive the equation for simple

theory ofbending. t6l

(b) Two rectangular bars, one of brass and other of steel, each of 80mmx20mm are

placed together, to form a beam of 80mm wide and 40mm deep, on two supports

2 m apart, the brass being on the top of steel. Determine the maximum central

lmd s hich can be applied to the beam if the bars are firmly secured to each other

t6l

Il0l

t4l

x300 mm

1121

f, a secdon

thurgtout their length. Take the following values -

B = 2x105 N/mm2, fs, max = 120N/mm2

Er = 0.8x105 N/m#, f6, max = 75N/mm2

It0t
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